Concrete resources:
100 square
Number lines
Bead strings
Straws
Dienes
Counting stick
Place value dice
Place value cards
Place value counters

Progress to using the expanded column method with place value resources to support the conceptual
understanding of subtracting numbers with up to three digits with exchanging tens and/or hundreds.

74 - 27 = 47
In this example to
subtract 7 ones from
4 ones we need to
exchange a ten for
ten ones. We now
can subtract 7 ones
from 14 ones.

OR

Extend to using the expanded column method to
subtract three digit numbers from three digit
numbers.

537 – 254 = 283

Note: The exchanged ten or
hundred is just as important as
any other number, therefore, it
should be written as clear and
as large as any other number,
and placed at the top of the
column which has been
adjusted.

Year 4 statutory requirements:
• Find 1000 less than a given number.
• Subtract numbers with up to four digits, using formal written methods of
columnar subtraction where appropriate.
• Solve subtraction two-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and
methods to use and why.
Build on learning from Year 3
and model how expanded
method links to compact
column subtraction method.

By the end of year 4, pupils
should be subtracting
numbers up to 4 digits using
compact column subtraction
method.

Note: The exchanged ten or
hundred is just as important as
any other number, therefore, it
should be written as clear and
as large as any other number,
and placed at the top of the
column which has been
adjusted.

Year 5 statutory requirements :
• Subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits using formal written methods of columnar subtraction.
• Subtract numbers mentally, with increasingly large numbers.
• Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to
use and why.
• Solve problems involving numbers up to three decimal places.
Year 6 statutory requirements: pupils are expected to solve more complex addition and subtraction problems

In year 5 and 6 pupils should
be subtracting numbers
using compact column
subtraction method. Note:
The exchanged ten or
hundred is just as important
as any other number.
Therefore, it should be
written as clear and as large
as any other number, and
placed at the top of the
column which has been
adjusted.

When subtracting decimals,
it is essential that the
decimal point does not
move and kept in line.
Where necessary, a zero
should be added as a place
holder.

0

